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DELEGATED LEGISLATION  

 

CRITICISM ON DELEGATED LEGISLATION 

Following are the criticism of delegated legislation: 

1. Delegated legislation results in overlapping of functioning   as the delegated authorities get 

work to amend the legislation that is the function of the legislators. 

2. It has been a matter of question that if the Legislature control has come down after the arrival 

of the delegated legislation. 

3. Unelected people cannot make much delegated legislation as it would be against the spirit of 

democracy. 

4. After getting too much power from the Legislature, the Executive has encroached upon the 

domain of legislature by making rules and regulations. 

5. The enactment subject that was appointed to less Parliamentary scrutiny than essential 

enactment. Parliament, along these lines, has an absence of authority over appointed 

enactment, and this can prompt irregularities in laws. Appointed enactment, in this way, can 

possibly be utilized in manners which Parliament had not foreseen when it was given the 

power through the Act of Parliament. 

6. Delegated legislation makes laws without much discussion. So, it may or may not be better for 

the public. 

7. Designated legislation by and large experiences an absence of exposure. Since the law made 

by a statutory authority not informed to general society. Then again, the laws of the Parliament 

are generally broadcasted. The purpose of the absence of exposure is the enormous degree of 

enactment that is being assigned. There has likewise been concern communicated that an 

excess of law is made through appointed enactment. 

8. It can possibly be misused for political gain. The executive makes law according to what the 

political parties. Hence, it results in the misuse of the legislation made by the Executive by the 

ruling party. 

9. Executives become too powerful as it already has the power of executing any laws and 

legislation and now the Legislature is delegating its legislative power to the Executive. So, 

both the power are in the hands of the executives now he can use this power in whatever way 

he wants to use it. 



10. It is against the theory of the power of separation which has been given by the famous political 

thinker Montesquieu. 

CONCLUSION 
 

Delegated or subordinate legislation means rules of law made under the skilled person of the Act of 

Parliament. In spite of the fact that lawmaking is within the capacity of the lawmaking body, it might, 

by a resolution, delegate its capacity to different bodies or people. The resolution which delegates such 

power is known as the Enabling Act. By Enabling Act the council sets out the wide rules and nitty-

gritty principles are instituted by the delegated authority. 

 
If in India the control of Parliament over the delegated legislation has to be made a living continuity, 

then it is important that the job of the advisory groups of the Parliament must be fortified and a different 

law like the Statutory Instruments Act, accommodating uniform standards of laying and production, 

must be passed. The board of trustees might be enhanced by a specific authority body to make the 

watchfulness of assigned enactment progressively successful. Other than the different measures 

mentioned above, it should be taken to reinforce the control of Parliament over designated enactment. 

The tenets and standards created by the Legal Executive should be connected by the necessities of the 

advanced age. In spite of the fact that there are no express arrangements in the Constitution of India 

to allow the appointment of authoritative power, the legal pattern saw in regard of assigned enactment 

is as per the aim of establishing fathers our Constitution whose principal concern was the flexibility 

of the Constitution with changing needs of the time. If you want to make certain that the power of 

delegated law in the arms of the government is not misuse, it is vital to adopt powerful modes of 

control as applicable in the USA which India has now not integrated yet. 

now this act has added a new prohibited group to the terrorism. Therefore, it is more appropriate for 

the delegate authorities to make legislation and deal with it. 

Enables flexibility: In delegated legislation, Parliament makes law in broader skeletal form and the 

executive had to fill the minor details. So these minor details can be changed immediately without 

making any amendment in the Parliament. Therefore, it is flexible and the legislation made by this can 

be best for the needs of modern public. 

Seeing the interest of affected person: To make legislation effective it is important to know the need 

and interest of that person who is going to be affected by that law or legislation. Only sitting in 

big houses and making a decision for the affected person is easy but knowing their interests and their 

needs by living with them in the same condition in which they are living is tough and then making law 

for them will surely benefit that affected person. Therefore, it is necessary to delegate the rights of 

legislation by the Parliament to the Executive. The Executive knows the condition of the affected 



person better than the Legislature. 

Experimental basis: It can be used as an experimental basis. It allows in quick lawmaking. If a law 

made for some circumstances and it does not fulfill the condition for which it has made then it can be 

changed and a new law can be made at the place of the older one. And if this law gets fitted according 

to the situation then this law will prevail in that area. In this way, it is an advantage in the view of 

modern public. 

 


